
We will make every effort to attach you to a facility that shall be a more acceptable fit. Hyde Park is 20 minutes
from our inpatient program in Plant City the place you can nonetheless reap the advantages of our state-of-the-
art recreation heart, boxing classes, and fitness program. Most remedy amenities do not offer any kind of spa
services for sufferers. Most services need to refer you to a different remedy middle in your outpatient/aftercare.
Overall, there is not any different treatment middle for personal insurance coverage that gives all of the above.
Individual or household remedy five occasions per week, where different agencies offer one hour per week.

When a person goes â€œcold turkey,â€� they are additionally placing their lives at risk as doing so can cause
seizures and might even be life-threatening. We make use of 3 Board-Certified Psychiatrists who will work with
you to identify and deal with any underlying psychiatric points that haven't been addressed. Very typically through
treatment administration, these underlying psychiatric points may be addressed successfully, in order to not
influence your restoration going forward.

The staff truly cares and endeavors to help individuals in want. A Life Skills Program offers patients with the long-
term support they want once they transition again residence or into a continuing care program.

This requires WhiteSands to have a bigger variety of qualified scientific employees as a part of its treatment staff.
An worker at the advertising firm that I had on the time, Joe Ducey, would also discuss his history of habit and his
experiences at totally different rehab facilities. Hearing Mike and Joeâ€�s substance abuse stories resonated with
me and I started to comprehend that substance abuse was extraordinarily prevalent. Joe expressed a major
interest in serving to folks get into remedy and felt that services that really cared about sufferers' recovery have
been lacking.

There, W.S. Badcock Corp. has grown right into a 350-store, $460 million operation. More than a dozen occasions
a day, Jimmy Baber picks up the phone to run the household furniture business he has helped function since he
was 10 years old. He calls his sister to go over the newest marketing and promoting figures. He calls his brother to
discuss trimming the stability sheet.

I will never forget the love and compassion that every one the employees had for us there. WhiteSands is a superb
treatment center, not the one one I attended. The workers started off as employees but ended up being my
household. Assuming you need to continue in looking for treatment, we would then verify your insurance
coverage advantages along with your furniture fair

insurance firm. During that time, we may also conduct a preliminary clinical evaluation to grasp your whole
medical and scientific wants and circumstances in more element. Off-site outings are supplied to help patients in
learning to have enjoyable in sobriety. Outings embrace journeys to the bowling alley, the park, and the seashore.

The staff go above and past in ensuring that every one the sufferers get the therapy they want. I can really say that
my stay at White Sands saved my life. Not solely have I been sober for over a year I am happier than I even have
ever been. Most are in restoration so they know where you are coming from and what it is like to be where you
are whenever you arrive. When I left after a 35 day stay I was a special person.

Instead, mixture remedy is required as this works to handle all elements of addiction, each psychological and
bodily. During detox in Plant City, medical specialists will make the most of the benefits of withdrawal
management and detox drugs to wean sufferers off substance abuse. Our rehab facilities offer a full continuum of
remedy options for sufferers, and each guest that seeks assist here will obtain personalised remedy that's unique
to their situation.

When not in boxing class, guests have entry to each kinds of bags . ft. state-of-the-art athletic facility with train
equipment including free weights, ellipticals, treadmills, and stationary bikes as properly as an expert boxing ring
and training gear. 10-acre campus with a selection of amenities including a pool, volleyball, basketball, a
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recreation center, a state-of-the-art athletic complex, in addition to loads of room to stretch out and relax. Full-
time skilled and highly-credentialed workers devoted to all phases of treatment/recovery, resulting in higher
continuity of care and a complete concentrate on affected person outcomes.

Dr. Mann at present serves because the Chief Medical Officer and Medical Director of the WhiteSands Treatment
Centers and he has held these positions since July 2017. In addition to medical department administrative duties,
Dr. Mann is responsible for the medical needs and detoxing of patients at WhiteSands Treatment, Tampa. Lyndsay
Henry, Ph.D. currently serves as Vice President of Clinical Services for all WhiteSands locations and has held that
position since shortly after the opening of WhiteSands in 2014. She divides her time between both the Fort Myers
and Tampa places.

At WhiteSands, our AMA rate is 4%, and the outcomes communicate for themselves, with thousands of folks that
have maintained long-term sobriety. WhiteSands success in this space can be attributed to our expertly educated
staff who can talk you through these impulsive ideas and selections.


